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Built in 1889 by Hippolite D'Audiffred, the building is in a style 
common to late Nineteenth Century business buildings. The designer is un 
known; however, the intent to duplicate French Mansard architecture is clear. 
Details are modified and simplified to suit the construction techniques of 
that period in San Francisco.

The building as it now exists is a three-story type N (masonry 
exterior bearing walls with wood frame interiors) structure. The ground 
level is composed of a common brick party wall and three exposed walls of 
regularly spaced cast iron columns with fixed glass windows. Subsequent 
modifications have replaced some bays with masonry in-filling.

- The Second fTbor is brick masonry, common bond, with headers at 
each eighth course. At 'the third (attfc) floor, the masonry common wall 
continues to the roof while the three exposed walls are of wood frame 
covered with slate shingles, tilted inward to form the mansard.

At street level the cast iron columns are flat, decorated with 
fluting and a stylized lattice decor at wainscot height. The column capital 
is adorned with a console containing a floral "A" (for Audiffred). The 
entablature of the ground level ceiling line was originally a simple fascia 
to receive sign boards decorated with a shallow 3 pointed arch in relief, 
crowned with a cornice of soldier course brick, angled to provide a saw 
tooth. This remains evident on the west half of the facade. In 1924 the 
eastern entablature was modified by the Bank of Italy (Harbor Bnanchl wtth . 
a decorative cast frieze of bas relief nautical designs: seahorses, festoons 
and finials. This feature is most apparent to foot traffic on the adjacent 
sidewalk.

• • s >,-..,_ - • " 
The second floor is brick with projecting brick quoins at each 

corner. A corbeled brick molding forms an "eyebrow" at each window and 
continues horizontally, tying each window together in a continuous line. 
There is a curious inconsistency in the masonry work, wherein the quoins 
of each corner do not always begin or end with the same brick course; the 
brick corbel molding meets the top of one quojn and the bottom on the quoin 
opposite. Apparently, the work was accomplished with sketches rather than 
detailed drawings and probably was not supervised by the designer.

The second floor windows are narrow, double hung windows with a 
segmented arch soffit. The corner windows of the east and west end facades 
are double width. A decorative corbeled brick coping ends the brick work 
at the ceiling of the second floor. The corbel table is formed of a 
brick soldier course above brick dentils. ,
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Audiffred Building was erected, according to San Francisco 
Water Department records, in 1889. In the ninety years of its existence 
it has v/itnessed and symbolized much of the history of f>an Francisco's 
waterfront, A San Francisco.landmark, it is "one of ,the last buildings 
that convey any of the flavor of the more modest cpmmercial buildings of 
pre-1906 downtown San Francisco," being the only structure left intact 
on the landward side of The Embarcadero after the Great Earthquake. Since 
its interior has been almost entirely demolished by a recent fire, the 
owners are anxious to rehabilitate this landmark and help restore the 
declining attractiveness of this part of The Embarcadero.

In the latter part of the Nineteenth Century, Hippolite D'Audiffret 
(anglicized to Audiffred), a Frenchman living in Mexico, fled persecution 
in the wake of anti-Maximi11ian sentiment. He is said to have walked from 
Veracruz to the San Francisco area, where he quickly became Involved in 
the production of charcoal, supplying the businessmen and residents of 
Chinatown. The building, built in the style of late Nineteenth Century 
French commercial buildings "to remind him of home," was most likely con 
st ructed : to house this business.

During the years before the earthquake, the ground f^oor housed 
a seamen's saloon, 'The Bulkhead. 1 San Francisco's waterfront was a rough, 
brutal place in its Nineteenth Century heyday. Sailors were looked upon as 
outcasts and were treated worse than chattel. lt ?was "an era of crimps and 
shanghaiers, of brutal skippers and worse mates." In the 1880's a 
Scandinavian named Andrew Faruseth laid the foundations for a much needed 
Coast Seamen's Union (Tater'called)-the Sailor's Union of the Pacific and 
the International Seamen's Union) which was to be housed in the Audiffred 
Building through the 1930 is.

It was a stroke of1 luck, as well as a flash of entreprenurial 
genius that saved the building from destruction during the Fire and Earth 
quake of 1906. As soldiers and dynamiters approached the building, ready 
to blow it up to stop the spread of flames, the saloon's bartender made a 
bargain with the firefighters: For two quarts of whiskey per fighter and 
a firehouse cart full of wine, The Bulkhead and the building were spared.
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The apparent mansard "attic" is, in fact, the third floor. The 
shallow mansard walls are clad with hand-cut blue-grey slate in simple 
running shingle pattern excepting a center band which is diamond cut to 
provide a hexagonal pattern exposed to the weather. Dormer windows approxi 
mating the spacing of the windows below occur on each facade. The window 
pediments have been incised to provide a simplified copy of the more 
ornate entablature of their French model. A minor crown mold caps the roof 
line interrupted only by the corbeled brick chimney caps.

The interior of the building was extensively damaged by fire in 
August 1978. Restoration work will include the complete demolition of 
interior structures and framing while carefully protecting the exterior 
facades which were not seriously damaged. Because of the extent of new 
work, all new work will be done to meet existing codes regarding fire and 
seismic safety, thus insuring the preservation of the facade.

Sufficient evidence of original materials: molding, ceiling 
fixture escutions, cast iron grill work, wainscot, and fireplace design and 
details remain to enable us to accurately duplicate the original details of 
the period. Microfilmed permit drawings of the modifications made by the 
Bank of Italy (now Bank of America) in July 1924 are available and include 
details and material specifications.

Because the exterior of the building is the historically significant 
element in question, the reconstructed interior, while accurately illustrating 
the San Francisco waterfront of the period, will not be restored to its 
original layout, which, due to subsequent modifications, is unknown.

With the assistance of the Foundation for San Francisco's
Architectural Heritage and the City's Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board, 
we will make every effort to preserve the character and architectural 
integrity of this property.

This section of the waterfront area is in desperate need of re 
habilitation. The City now has funds for such rehabilitation, which will 
include a lineal pedestrian walk from the Ferry Building (across the street) 
to the Oakland Bay Bridge, wider sidewalks, etc. The block immediately to 
the northwest of the building will become the site of Ferry Park, an open
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space from which the building will be seen in proper perspective and 
as a whole for the first time in years.

We feel it is incumbent upon us to rehabilitate the Audiffred 
Building--not only to preserve one landmark, but also to do our share of 
the overall improvement of San Francisco's Waterfront Area.

Note: With regard to the section of the facade altered by "Dori's 21," 
the original elevation is unknown. However, the structural 
system and cast iron columns do not seem to have been modified 
except for one column, which will probably have to be relocated. 
Dori's filled in some windows with used brick masonry in-filling 
and applied a sign to the brickwork. Our plans include the 
reversal of Dori's alterations to restore the faded archway system 
on the Mission Street side and possibly reglazing on the corner 
of Mission and Steuart Streets to match the rest of the facade.
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No other building on that side of the waterfront remained. Henry Audiffred, 
Hippolite's grandson, recalls, "Gripping my hand, father walked me through 
the smoking ruins and suddenly spied our building . . . only missing a few 
bricks. Father gasped and said, 'Well, I'll be a sad son of a bitch!" 1

San Francisco's waterfront continued to see calamities, not the 
least of which were the events leading up to the Waterfront Strike of 193^. 
On July fifth of that year, armed guardsmen did battle with rioting strikers 
in the streets, killing two longshoremen, one of which, Howard Sperry, lived 
at the Audiffred Building, and injuring hundreds. Harry Bridges, then 
President of the International Longshoremen's Association, Local 38-79, 
had his offices in the Audiffred Building, overlooking the site of these 
murders. To this day, the seagoing unions of San Francisco sponsor a yearly 
ceremony in front of the Audiffred Building, commemorating the tragic events 
of Bloody Thursday.

World War II brought more bad times to the area surrounding the 
Ferry Building (directly across the street from 100 The Embarcadero), and it 
became the skid row of the waterfront. Cheap rents attracted an unusual 
array of tenants, including the Finnish Seamen's Club and the Seven Seas 
Foundation, more or less a flop house for reformed alcoholics, run by an 
ex-sailor named Frank Brennan.

In 19^8 a schism occurred at the San Francisco School of Art, and 
painter Hassel Smith set up his own school on the third floor of the 
Audiffred Building. Famous tenants of the building at this time included 
Smith, the poet, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, and composer Peter Burriskov.

The school went out of existence in 1955, at which time the 
building became occupied by a succession of offices and saloons. The upper 
floors fell into disuse during the early 1960's. In 1970, Riordon's Saloon 
opened its doors and remained in existence, sharing the lower story with 
Dori's 21 Club, until 1978.

Since it was built, and especially since the Great Earthquake, the 
Audiffred Building has been a well-known feature of San Francisco's water 
front. Having housed sailors and served as headquarters for the maritime 
unions, this landmark retains a strong link with the City's history.
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San Francisco's waterfront has sunken into a serious state of 
decay and disuse in the past few decades. It is, therefore, imperative 
that strong attention be paid to its rehabilitation and that its historical 
significance be respected. Moreover, in an age when large contemporary 
buildings crowd the skyline, some care must be taken to save the older 
structures which are so much a part of the City's heritage. The Audiffred 
Building has a delicacy and charm to it that make it unquestionably the 
finest piece of architecture on that section of The Embarcadero. It serves 
as a reminder to residents and tourists alike of earlier waterfront days. 
Our eagerness to rehabilitate this property is based on our understanding 
of its historical significance, as well as our firm conviction that the 
architectural beauty of this building is indeed rare; and we are proud to 
join the City of San Francisco in hoping this property can be restored to 
its proper condition.

1 Here Today: San Francisco's Architectural Heritage, Junior League of 
San Francisco, Chronicle Books, San Francisco,1968, p. 94

2 Embarcadero, Richard H. Oil Ion, Coward-McCann, Inc., New York, 1959, p. 8

3 San Francisco Chronicle, "The Old Embarcadero," John Bryan, May 24, 1964, 
p. 1A
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Mr. Henry Audiffred, oral history

Mr. Wayne M. Coll ins, oral history

Dr. William M. Weiner, oral history

The Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board, San Francisco 
Case Report, 6/31A8


